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IKHALA TRUST 

OUR TEN YEAR JOURNEY :   2002-2012 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ikhala Trust’s Reflection on 10 years of community grant making practice in 
the Eastern Cape Province:  South Africa:  2002-2012 

“Money follows good things” 
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FOREWORD  
ttempting to capture the rich history, the many amazing people, landscapes, travels, 

insights and learning spanning 10 years of existence as an community grant making 

organisation in the Eastern Cape Province has indeed been challenging and daunting and 

hats off and huge credit and respect to people who are so eloquently able to write stories and 

books that helps to capture the imagine of so many people without losing the essence of what it 

is they want to portray. 

 I decided that perhaps it would be appropriate and apt at this time in the history of civil society 

organisations in South Africa to perhaps share our story by way of giving examples of milestones 

we achieved during this time and using the ‘Olive’s stages of development of an organisation’s 

life’ to make the point.   

Often in our day or day quest to achieve our Mission and Intent, we forget to capture these 

moments but thankfully here at Ikhala Trust we have had opportunities to capture our time-line 

over the years by ensuring that we have kept records, photos and data that has enabled us to do 

just this.  We hope that this short publication will not only serve as a source of information but 

also as an opportunity for those who read our story to realise that they are not alone in their 

struggles and challenges as organisations and that organisations have a natural life cycle – just 

like the human family !!! 

There are two parts to the story – the first part will be displayed in Black and the Olive Stages of 

Organisational Life has been captured in Green to make the distinction!! 

IKHALA TRUST –  HOW OUR JOURNEY UNFOL DED 
1999 - A meeting was convened by Misereor in 1999 with some of their core 

partners to explore ways of delegating more responsibility to their partners in South Africa for 

the development work that needed to take place here in South Africa .... and at this time Bernie 

(the founding director) was working for the Catholic Diocese of Port Elizabeth.  Discussions were 

ongoing and finally in May 2000, the first of a series of consultative meetings was held in Port 

Elizabeth and facilitated by RDSP (Rural Development Support Programme) – Chris Engelbrecht 

and Sarah Hugow were part of this initial discussion. 

‘Whatever is, is in some sense the seed of what is to emerge from it’ 

Between 1999 and 2001 consultative processes moved rapidly and another consultative 

workshop was held in Port Elizabeth, this time facilitated by Irna Senekal who at the time 

worked for the Community Development Unit, at NMMU.  The most critical aspects of this 

gathering was to develop a Vision, Mission and a set of Development Principles for what would 

become a fund for grassroots organisations.  A mandate was given at this meeting to proceed 

and five women all working in the development sector volunteered their time to assist in this 

critical next step. 

A 
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 These women were Theresa Edlmann, Kaye Heinrich, Sarah Hugow, Erna Jonker and Bernie 

Dolley.  The visioning exercise was fun and many different images emerged but the best one of 

the many produced would have to be the one developed by Sarah’s group – that been an 

octopus with many tentacles that would be able to be flexible enough to get into even the 

smallest cracks. That image still remains…  

 

 

The 1st meeting of the Voluntary Steering Committee was held in July 2001 in Port Alfred and it was 

at the second meeting in August 2001 that Theresa arrived almost breathless in Port Alfred and 

announced our official name “Ikhala Trust” and off course gave us sufficient justification as to why 

the name Ikhala Trust.  
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Ikhala is the isiXhosa word for an ‘Aloe’ and the Aloe plant is hardy, resilient and thrives best in 

adverse weather conditions and to top it all Aloes are used globally for medicinal and health 

purposes and so it was!!  More importantly it could not be easily abbreviated which is a South 

African trait and anyone could and should be able to pronounce the name.   

The original Trust Deed for Ikhala Trust was 

developed by Mr Johan Roos, who was visually 

impaired and worked at the Legal Resources 

Centre as a legal advisor – our lawyer at the time 

was Sureshni Moodliar, from Gray, Moodliar and 

Associates.  Chris and Sarah were appointed 

official Trustees in 2001. 

Bernie vacates her position at the Catholic 

Church and moves into the position as Provincial 

Co-ordinator of the Trust in April 2002.   

 

OUR CRITERIA FOR SUPPORTING COMMUNITY 

BASED ORGANISATION SET IN 2002 
 Informal, independent existing community based initiatives 

 Formal or informal ‘founding’ document or constitution, which will show how CBO 

originated 

 Driven and owned by the local community 

 Community identified leadership 

 No donor funding received in the past 

 Evidence of what has been achieved with very little support from outsiders (utilisation of 

existing resources e.g. natural resources, land, water, etc) 

 An annual operating budget not exceeding R150 000.00 

 Small grants/seed funding to existing community based projects 

STARTING OUT  
 A need or demand is noticed by a group of people and they start an organisation to 

respond to this challenge 

 Lots of time and energy is involved in ‘getting going’ such as  

- Forming the organisation 

- Finding office space and equipment 
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- Getting to know who else can assist 

- Assessing the context 

- Finding resources and funding  

During this pioneering phase, life at Ikhala Trust was exciting and everything was new and 

sometimes daunting but there was a lot of energy and plenty time for discovery.  Finding people 

to support the idea of a community grant making organisation for the Eastern Cape was not as 

difficult as initially anticipated as the development sector needed to explore alternative models 

for ensuring that funds flowed in a particular way to grassroots organisations. 

WHAT WE DID DURING THIS PHASE  
 

 Mr Mcebisi Jonas, at the time the CEO of the Eastern Cape Development Co-operation 

and a past colleague from the NGO sector, requests a meeting with the Trustees and 

agrees to fund Ikhala Trust. 

 Chris Engelbrecht is officially registered as a Trustee. 

 The first official Governance Workshop for Community Based Organisations is held in 

Gelvandale, convened by Ikhala Trust and facilitated by the Non-Profit Consortium (now 

closed). 

 Cosmos Accounting is officially appointed 

 Ncumisa Nongogo officially joins as a Trustee 

 CS Mott Foundation officially on board with a grant of $25 000.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE PRODU CIN G STA GE  

At this stage the organisation was been noticed – was legally registered and contactable 

 People were been referred to the organisation 
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 The organisation started focussing on internal performance;  ensuring that people 

involved knew what to do, that conflict was managed, staff turnover minimised, that 

systems are effective and accountable, that decision making was clear and that the 

organisation is well governed and managed. 

 The organisation started focussing on the value of its work for the target group ensuring 

that the services offered are valued and needed by the target group. 

 The organisation also focussed a lot of attention on learning – getting feedback on the 

appropriateness usefulness of its services by constantly reflecting on its practice and 

then adapting systems as it went along. 

 Strong linkages were formed with associates and some partner organisations to assist in 

achieving our mission and objectives. 

WHERE WE WERE AT THIS  STAGE  
 Held our 1st Grantee Conference at the Willows Conference Centre 

 Received our 1st official grant from Misereor 

 A DfiD grant through Care South Africa is signed – R1,5 million rand 

 Melanie Preddy comes on board as an associate providing Project Management 

Workshops for grantees 

 A funding summit is held in Port Elizabeth 

for the first time 

 Assessors identified and trained 

 An external evaluation conducting by Penny 

Ward, Mutengo Consulting 

 Bernie awarded a scholarship to participate 

in an International Fundraising Conference 

in the Netherlands sponsored by Resource 

Alliance. 

 1st learning event held in December 2004 

 Valerie Dietrich joins Ikhala Trust as a volunteer and signs a contract in 2005. 

THE DELIVERY STAGE  
The organisation and its work are being noticed by the wider community. 

The community and other practitioners see the organisation as legitimate. 

The services offered are regarded as valuable and needed.  The challenge here was to deliver 

effectively and efficiently i.e. staying true to been a responsive and flexible community grant 

making organisation and subscribing to the principle of subsidiarity. 
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The focus was on the performance in the field and with the target group to ensure that the 

work/services are valued and remained relevant. 

INCREASING QUALITY STAGE  
 The organisation has a solid reputation.  Stakeholders expect that work and services 

will be of value and that the quality of work will be consistent and steady. 

 At the same time the organisation must also cope with leadership and staff/volunteer 

turnover, uneven funding, changes in the context and new needs. 

 The focus is on maintaining its reputation and ensuring the quality of its work/services 

over time 

 To do this it establishes feedback systems, learning events, reviews its mission, 

undertakes strategic planning, clarifies its strategic direction, develops leadership 

capacity at different levels of the organisation and makes sure it adapts its work 

according to changes in the community/context 

 The work focuses on taking social action and asserting rights successfully at a local 

level 

 Linkages are formed with other institutions in order to provide access to 

services/resources. 

 The organisation is engaging with government officials and key departments. 

WHERE WE WERE AT THIS STAGE:   2005 
 Valerie Dietrich officially on board and signs contract 

 2nd Grantee Conference – Celebrate, Learn and Reflect at the Willows 

 Introduced the Stanley Elliott Memorial Trophy for the Best Grantee – Ist Recipient was 

Thandi Youth Development - Uitenhage 

 Community Trust on Fisheries approves R700 000.00 

 CS Mott approves an additional $75 000.00 

 Funding Agreement with Africa Groups of Sweden for R500 000.00 

 1st official meeting with Ninnette Eliasov as an official partner of the Masikhulisane 

Campaign for Community Based Organisations 

 SCAPE Conference at Coega Conference Centre 
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 Lisa Francis joins Ikhala Trust  

 Participated in the production of a DVD on HIV/AIDS (Theresa Edlmann) 

 Invited by the office of the Premier (Nosimo Balindlela) to share our practice at a 

Learning Event in Bhisho. 

 Bernie receives invitation to join the Synergos Leadership Co-operative. 

 Ikhala Trust website officially established in November 2005. 

2006  . . . .  
 Lisa and Val resign from Ikhala Trust and a recruitment process started for new people 

to replace them.  Sheelagh Shelver who worked at NMMU at the time assisted in this 

process. 

 Vuyo Msizi and Nomilo Filita join Ikhala Trust at the offices in Algoa Park 

 Nicolette Louis becomes an official Trustee 

 Allan Fowler presents a series of 

workshops on Managing the 

Complexities of Development 

Relationships in Port Elizabeth and 

East London 

 Vuyo Msizi invited by the Africa 

Groups of Sweden to attend a Gay 

and Lesbian Conference in 

Tanzania. 

 The Project people contracted to conduct an impact assessment on the funds disbursed 

to organisations in the HIV and AIDs sector supported by Ikhala Trust 

 A Strategic Thinking Session for Ikhala Trust is held in Port Elizabeth. 

 3rd Grantee Conference – Best Grantee - Nonkqubela Women’s Organisation - Alicedale 

2007  ...  
 Bernie invited to participate in the European Foundation’s Conference in Brussels and 

meets Susan Wilkinson-Maposa who at the time worked at the University of Cape 

Town’s Graduate School of Business.  Susan invited Ikhala Trust to participate in further 

research on the Poor Philanthropist. 

 Susan reintroduces Alison Mathie from the Coady International Institute (Sarah and 

Bernie had met Gord Cunningham in 2005) and a Case Study is developed by Susan and 

Alison on the Jansenville Development Forum for inclusion in a compilation of case 

studies entitled “Clients to Citizens”,  a Coady publication 
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 Bernie invited by the Africa Groups of Sweden to visit Sweden on a speaking tour. 

 4th Grantee Conference held “Amplifying the voice of grassroots organisations” – Best 

Grantee:  Tiping Community Organisation - Matatiele 

 5th Birthday Celebration held at St Luke’s Retreat Centre 

 Research Project:  Ulrika Wedin from the School of Arts and Communication Malmo 

University, Sweden 

2008  . . .  
 Asset Based Community Driven development emerges from JDF case study 

 Bernie accompanies Susan Wilkinson-Maposa to Thailand to meet the narrators of the 

other case studies included in the Clients to Citizens. 

 An Ikhala Trust DVD is produced for the 2nd time. 

 Participated in a Research Project with the Aids Legal Network:  HIV/Aids Learning Cycle 

on Stigma and Discrimination 

 Vuyokazi Sanxana joins the Trust 

 Vuyo Msizi resigns from Ikhala Trust 

 Ikhala moves to the South End Museum 

 5th Grantee Conference – Leading and Managing – Taking care of myself – Best Grantee 

– Vukukhanye HIV and Aids  Organisation – Zwide 

2009  . . .  
 1st official ABCD workshop held at UCT Graduate School of Business. 

 Launch of the Clients to 

Citizens and Allan Fowler’s 

Civic Driven Change at the 

University of Cape Town 

 Grantee Conference:  

Mitigating the Impact of HIV 

and AIDS:   Pine Lodge 

Conference Centre:  Best 

Grantee – Sinikuthando 

Support Group – Centane 

 

 1st Glossy Annual Report produced 
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2010  . . . .  
 

 1st official 4 day Asset Based Community Development workshop held in Port Elizabeth 

and facilitated by Brianne Peters and assisted by Bernie 

 Gord Cunningham from Coady facilitated an ABCD  seminar held at NMMU 

 Social Impact Workshops held with CDRA in East London and Port Elizabeth 

 HCI Foundation officially comes on board with a donation of R100 000.00 

 FIFA World Cup Soccer – city went crazy and Ikhala Trust sponsors 15 young people from 

Motherwell to participate in the games at the Fan Park at St George’s Cricket Grounds 

 Project People conducts a second evaluation – entitled a “Critical Reflection on Ikhala’s 

grant making practice” 

 Ikhala Trust is invited to participate in the North Star Scenario Project (a project of the 

Northern Areas Peoples Development Initiative) 

 6th Annual Grantee Conference:  Link, Look, Listen and Learn – hosted by the Angus 

Gilles Foundation:  Grahamstown:  Best Grantee:  Msendo Woodlot:  Willowvale 

2011  . . . .  
 A series of ABCD workshops presented by Ninnette Eliasov 

 Bernie invited to serve on the Imizi Social Housing Board 

 Africa Groups of Sweden withdraws funding support 

 Concept Note for Action Research between Coady and Ikhala Trust approved 

 Dr Petra Fiel, an M & E Consultant for Misereor facilitates a 2 day workshop on 

Misereor’s new formats and expectations. 

 7th Annual Grantee Conference:  Link, Look, Listen and Learn – appreciating and value 

our assets – St Luke’s Port Elizabeth:  Best Grantee – Ixabiso Lomntu Community 

Organisation - Flagstaff 

 Misereor recommits to Ikhala Trust for a 3 year period. 

2012  . . . .  
 Bernie receives a bursary to attend the Mobilising Assets and Livelihoods and Markets 

Short Courses at the Coady International Institute:  Canada 

 Action Research with The Coady International Institute finalised and Documentary 

completed. 
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EXPANDING IMPACT  
 The organisation has a high profile reputation. 

 The organisation is able to maintain its reputation and quality of work and 

experiences a demand that exceeds its capability to respond. 

 The organisation is able to grow to meet the additional demand by:- 

either managing its growth in size, attracting enough funding to maintain its 

growth, developing new people and skills needed, strengthening the 

organisation’s ability to cope with rapid growth or starting new branches/sub 

offices. 

 The organisation identifies and can act on new programme opportunities 

 The organisation is able to engage and influence key decision makers at national level 

 Government institutions consult and regard the organisation as credible 

 The organisation is part of and helps to develop effective regional/issue based 

alliances. 

 

CONCLUSION  
We trust that this compilation of turning points and moments in our short history as a 

developmental organisation will give you some idea of what life has been like at Ikhala Trust. 

We have reached an exciting moment in our history and are looking forward to working with 

others in visioning what the development landscape will look like in the next 10 years. 
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We feel that there is a definite shift, albeit slow and cautious in beginning to identify, respect 

and appreciate that every person has something to offer and that our task is to ensure that we 

are constantly zooming our lens in on what the GEMS in each person is in order to ensure that 

we bring ordinary citizens into the centre of our efforts.  There is no true transformative 

development unless people are at the CENTRE!! 

We are proud of the fact that we have disbursed in excess of R4,5 million rand to more than 142 

organisations – ranging from very small, informal community organisations to larger more 

established NGOs and that 80% of these organisations are still in existence today despite not 

receiving any additional funding support either from Ikhala Trust or external donors .. No mean 

feat for a small community grant making organisation operating in one of the most beautiful 

provinces in South Africa but also one of the most challenging Provinces to work in. 

 

“Every single person has capacities, abilities, gifts and ideas, and living a 

good life depends on whether those capacities can be used, abilities 

expressed, gifts given and ideas shared”. Jody Kreztmann 

 

 

 

“Thandi Youth Development Organisation:  Uitenhage:  The first recipients 

of the Stanley Elliott Memorial Trophy for Best Grantee awarded in 2005” 
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“MONEY  FOLLOWS  GOOD  THINGS”  
 
 

IKHALA  TRUST 
 

P.O.BOX 210957,  THE FIG TREE,  PORT ELIZABETH,   
SOUTH AFRICA 6033   

TEL:  +27  41  585  0970  FAX:  +27  41  582  1425 
EMAIL:  IKHALATRUST@TELKOMSA.NET 

WWW.IKHALA.ORG.ZA   

mailto:ikhalatrust@telkomsa.net
http://www.ikhala.org.za/

